
The Fathering Project (TFP) educate,  connect and mobil ise fathers and famil ies through
engaging prevention and early intervention programs as well  as various resources.
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TFP had been using Monday.com and excel
spreadsheets to share internal processes,
business information and store member
details. 

The constant growth of TFP and their
community lead to confusion and
decreased efficiency, and didn’t allow the
team to keep an accurate overview of
individuals’ details and the sheer amount of
data listed in the spreadsheets. 

Frequent marketing and communication
assets (newsletters, event reminders( were
distributed via Mailchimp. However,
Mailchimp did not allow the team to
promote their events and programs as
efficiently and diversely as they wanted to.

The TFP team realised that their existing
legacy systems would no longer be capable of
supporting the charity’s momentum of growth.

NPSP was implemented to provide
TFP with a single source of truth as
well as a solution enabling best-
practice relationship management. 

Pracedo further implemented the
NPSP Program Management module
add-on, facilitating enhanced
management and tracking of company
programs overall.

To manage the growing volunteer
network more efficiently, Pracedo
implemented Volunteer for Salesforce
and Salesforce Maps, helping TFP
visualise their Salesforce data,
including all available support
services as well as stakeholders.

Lastly, Pardot was implemented that
allows TFP to automate marketing and
communication processes, as well as
create, schedule and/or send e-mails.

Pracedo helped the TFP team tackle
these challenges by implementing the
Salesforce Nonprofit Success Pack
(NPSP), Pardot, and Salesforce Maps.

With the established single source
of truth for all of TFP’s data, team
members’ administrative effort is
reduced.

TFP’s data is easy to overview,
consistent and always accessible,
enabling the team to make data-
driven decisions, as meaningful
insights are provided for all types of
business initiatives.

Having all details about individuals
on a single platform further
facilitates TFP to build greater
relationships and connect with all
sorts of stakeholders in a more
meaningful way. 

TFP can conveniently grow the
charity as the new, robust company
systems accommodate their scaling
objectives and provide a 360-
degree view of both their operation
and constituents.

TFP experiences benefits across all
business verticals since the
implementations were made:

Maximised Data Management
Having a single source of truth for all of TFP's data enables the
team to greatly reduce admin time, manage information
conveniently and make data-driven decisions. 

Company Growth At Ease
The new company systems facilitates TFP to accomodate their scaling
objectives and excel at their stakeholder management overall.
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